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1. Introduction
The ubiquitous use of artworks (e.g., paintings, music, films) in environmental conflict trigger
cognitive processes, and value and behavioural change. However, attempts to theorise
mediatised (environmental) conflict (Hutchins and Lester, 2015) or critical examinations of
popular culture (Cultural Politics, 2019) have not reached the environmental conflict
literature, which has not systematically analysed these materials.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are often used to analyse multiple, often competing,
objectives in the use and management of terrestrial and aquatic environment. Studying the
links between environmental conflicts and space arguably contributes to improve our
understanding of the conflicts, although the concrete theoretical and empirical ways to do so
are poorly developed (Björkdahl and Buckley-Zistel, 2016). The inter-scale interactions of the
different levels of representation, as well as the geographies of responsibility and
transformation in the conflicts remain though as an underexplored area of scientific enquiry.
This dissertation addresses this gap by contributing to catalogue the role of cultural artefacts
in water-related conflicts in upholding transformations, thus enabling the advance of theory
on this empirical base. On the one hand, this leads to the creation, of an ad hoc
georeferenced data base. On the other hand, the dissertation will provide a step-by-step
guide on how to populate the data base, following models from other fields (Close and Hall,
2006; Silver et al., 2016; Valls Dalmau et al., 2009).
The objective of this dissertation is to produce and test a protocol for the collection, storage
and visualisation of georeferenced information about artworks and media content in waterrelated conflicts in which transformations operate under violent conditions. Besides the
practical application of the GIS as a tool to advance knowledge on the issue at hand, the
dissertation departs from the expectation of elaborating conceptually on the spatialization of
artistic creation in the context of social transformation.
The protocol will be used within a broader research action that aims at building evidencebased theory on transformation and restoration in environmental conflicts through artistic
creation and use of social media under various conditions of violence. This project relies on
the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action (MSCA) ‘CLAMOR’, an individual fellowship funded by
the EU Research and Innovation programme H2020.

2. Design of the information system
a. Conceptual framework
The components of the protocol are articulated around five main elements presented in Fig.
1.
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Fig 1. Components of the data base

In the dissertation, the unit of analysis are cultural artefacts used in EJ conflicts. Broadly
speaking, cultural artefacts encompass any human creation that provides information about
the culture of their creators or users. The compilation of data and the creation of the
database respond to two purposes. The first one is to extend the knowledge base to
facilitate future analyses. The second one is to visualise the existing efforts made by
activists in terms of artworks and cultural production in the contexts of the struggles.
Information comes from multiple data sources configured by both primary sources (e.g.
interviews, direct observation, open calls) and secondary data sources (e.g. repositories,
scientific papers, databases).The spatial reference encompasses two levels: a) regional case
studies of conflicts over wetlands and over coal under diverse contexts of violence (e.g., the
contested extraction and transport of export-oriented coal in the Colombia Caribbean) (Fig.2);
b) conflicts over coal and over wetland management at the international level.

Fig. 2. Regional case studies
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b. Database design
The model of database that the CLAMOR project (Fig.3) aims at connecting three major
components: the conflict itself, the artwork pieces created within the conflict, and how they
are used.

Fig. 3. Model of relationship between tables in the database. Note: blue boxes are hub tables, green
boxes are link tables, grey boxes are reference tables, white boxes are satellite tables.

The protocol includes a detailed explanation of each of the tables in the database (listed in
Table 1), including the name of all their fields, their description and the data types following
the specifications of Microsoft Access 2013 (Microsoft, 2019), and to PostgreSQL 11
(PostgreSQL, 2019).
Table 1. List of tables in the CLAMOR database
Table
1a_conflictHub
1b_conflict
1commodityChainCoal
1commodityChainWater
1_commodityChain
1stage
1product
1country
1region
2a_artworkHub
2_creator
2a_artwork
2type
2environment
2representation
2gender
2violence

No_fields
5
12
9
10
10
3
4 (TBD)
10
11
6
5
7
45
35
6
4
26

Table
3a_useHub
3user
3purpose
3target
Contributor
Stage
Reference
4a_Link_conflict_artwork
4b_Link_artwork_conflict

No_fields
9
4
4
4
5
3
TBD
5
5

The schema and the technical specification of the tables presented in the dissertation were
tested in a database created (clamor.accdb) with a desktop application of Microsoft Access
2013.
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c. Graphic data and the GIS
c.1. Construction of a GIS using ArcGIS
The GIS of the project was created using ArcGIS 10.6.2, associated to the default
geodatabase ‘clamor.gdb’ and several reference layers (Table 2). The selected coordinated
system is GCS WGS 84.
Table 2. Reference layers in the CLAMOR GIS
Layer
GLOBAL
Topographic
Countries
Regions
CALIFORNIA
CaliforniaCounty
SanJoaquinDelta

USA_water_lines
USA_water_areas
USA_roads
USA_railroads
COLOMBIA
COL_water_lines
COL_water_areas
COL_roads
COL_railroads

Description

Credits

This layer is created using he topographic base
map of the base map gallery of ArcGIS.com.
Polygon shapefile with 247 countries
worldwide.
Polygon shapefile depicts internal, first-order
administrative boundaries and polygons

For information on this map:
http://goto.arcgisonline.com/maps/World_Topo_Ma
Kelso, N.V. and Patterson, T. (2012). World
Countries, 1:10 million (2012).
Kelso, N.V. and Patterson, T. (2012). State and
Province Boundaries, 1:10 million (2012).

Poligon Shape file with County Boundaries
(1:24000).
This polygon shapefile depicts the boundaries
of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta in San
Joaquin County, California.
Country level data for inland waters.

California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (using data from BOR and DOC FMMP)
San Joaquin County (Calif.). Community
Development Department

Country level data for roads
Country level data for railroads.

http://diva-gis.org/gdata
http://diva-gis.org/gdata

Country level data for inland waters.

http://diva-gis.org/gdata

Country level data for roads.
Country level data for railroads.

http://diva-gis.org/gdata
http://diva-gis.org/gdata

http://diva-gis.org/gdata

c.2. Connection of the GIS and the database
The process to add the graphic data from the database starts from designing three queries
in Access: about conflicts (A_conflictInfo), about artworks (B_artworksInfo) and about the
use of the artworks (C_useInfo).

Conflicts are represented as points at the global level. To this end, the query A_conflictInfo
includes the fields conflict_lat and conflict_long from the table 1a_Conflict.

Artworks are represented as either points, lines or polygons at the level of the selected case
study. In this case, the query B_artworksInfo include two fields that help to determine the
type of geometry and the spatiality of the feature to be represented respectively. The query
B_artworksInfo is filtered according to each option for art_geometry, and subsequently
saved as ‘ArtPoint’, ‘ArtLine’, ‘ArtPolygon’. The three resulting queries have the same
structure of data, and therefore the same descriptors for the artworks.
In order to connect Microsoft Access queries in ArcGIS, an OLE DB connection must be
added in ArcCatalog.
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c.3. Creation of the shape layers for conflicts and artworks

Conflicts at the global scale (points)
The integration of the layer about conflicts at the global level is straightforward, using the
command ‘Display XY Data’. Once the points are visible in the Data View panel, we can
Export Data into a shape file.

Fig. 4. Adding the coordinate system to the conflict layer into the GIS

Artworks in the conflicts (points, polylines, polygons)
The mechanism to visualise the different artworks in the GIS consists in creating three
shape layers (for points, arcs, polygons) for each one of the queries in the database. In order
to add new shapefile, in ArcCatalog, we elect the working folder (clamor_layers), and click
File → New → Shapefile/Feature Class → feature type (“Polygon”, “Polyline”, “Point”). We
make sure every time that the coordinate system is the one of the project’s (Geographic
Coordinate system WGS 1984). As a result, we obtain three new shapes in the GIS. They
newly created layers are empty of information.

Fig. 5. Newly created shapefile about the artworks

3. Workflow
How is a new piece introduced into the CLAMOR database and the GIS? Section 3 of the
dissertation reproduces the step-by-step procedure for storing and visualising data compiled
in the course of an investigation about creative activism, once the data is available. The
sequence of steps is presented in Fig. 6. Each step is described in detail, providing criteria
for coding, references and technical specifications.
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Add data about
conflict

Add data about artwork

1a_conflictHub

2a_artworkHub

2creator

2b_arwork
1b_conflict

Add data about
use

Add link data

Check:
3user,
3purpose,
3target

4a_Link
conflict
artwork

2type
1commodity
ChainCoal

3a_useHub

2representation
1commodity
ChainWater

4b_Link
artwork
use

2environment

2gender
2violence

Update query in
the database

Add graphic data

Export query to
previous version
of access / excel

Add feature to the corresponding shape
Add code in table of atributes
Update relate
Updtete the

Fig. 6. Step-by-step procedure for data entry

In particular, the last part of the protocol indicates the steps to add features into the layers of
geographic data, opening the editor and digitizing the feature (e.g. polygon boundaries). We
add new features in each layer, having in mind the available information about each piece.
We regularly save edits. Data can be also added by selecting (and if necessary, editing)
features that already exist in other layers. For instance, an entry in the polyline layer refers to
a railway line that is available in the reference maps. Then the feature was adjusted to fit the
segment needed using commands from the Editor toolbar (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Reshaping existing features (e.g. line)

In the attribute table we add a new field (IDart or ArtID), where we will introduce the code of
the piece. This code, independently of the name of this field, must match the information in
the field artHub_id in Table 2a_artworkHub. Note that the same code can be associated with
more than one feature. This makes it possible the attribution of multiple places to the same
artwork (e.g. a documentary in several locations).
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After that, we use the ArtID field in the table of attributes of the layers ‘Artwork_point’,
‘Artwork_line’ and ‘Artwork_poligon’ as the common attribute with the field ‘artHub_id’ in
the queries from the Access database. This will help to relate the graphic data with the
alphanumeric descriptors of the artworks. We use a relate and not a join to facilitate a
regular update of the information in the database.
Once the relate is ready for the three layers, the table of attributes of the shapes for the
artworks count on the same structure of data across the different geometries. The GIS is
ready to visualise or further analyse the spatial representation of the artworks.

Fig. 8. Attribute table of the layer ‘Artworks_polygon’ after the relate

4. Graphic outcome
a. Conflicts at the global level
Even with the small number of items in this test (16 coal-related conflicts), the global scope
of the EJ issues around the coal commodity chain gets revealed (Fig. 9). In an advanced
development of the database, and using the sources enunciated in Table 1, he expectation is
to compile data of about 200 cases around the world, with emphasis in the US, Colombia,
Philippines and South Africa.
The ‘Identify’ tool shows information available for each conflict in the GIS that encompasses
a name and a short name for the conflict, start date, position in the coal commodity chain
and in the water metabolism, location, and stage.

Fig. 9. Layer ‘Conflicts’ and use of the tool ‘Identify’

The GIS allows preparing thematic maps, for instance, classifying the conflict according to
their stage, start date, or any of the fields regarding the coal commodity chain of the water
metabolism (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Example of thematic maps produced with the data available at the global level

b. Artworks within the conflicts at the regional level
Data about artworks produced in specific case studies was tested in the case of coal
extraction and transportation in the Caribbean region of Colombia (CO0001). The ten
artworks coded represented the types geometries (points, polylines and polygons) (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Layers of artworks (point, line, polygon)

The complexity of the data that can be visualised in this layer is high (Fig. 12). It includes
+110 fields that refer to the title, location, hyperlink to the reference (that can be executed
so as to reach the artwork directly, Fig. 13)), and fields to designate the type of artwork,
representation of environmental justice dimensions and gender, type of environmental
elements portrayed, and types of violence that the artwork refers to.
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Fig. 12. Identify box in the layers of artworks

Fig. 13. CO00010009 Frame of the documentary
‘El carbon de Colombia, quién gana y quién pierde’
(Tierra Digna) (modified for personal data protection)
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5. Elements for discussion: Analytical relevance of this protocol
Spatial representation of artworks, and advancement in the understanding of scale in
conflicts are the two most innovative aspects of the dissertation, both facilitated with the
use of a GIS. While this protocol does not include specific procedures of spatial analysis,
different analytical developments have been possible thanks to its preparation.
First, the research advances in the understanding of socioenvironmental conflicts as
processes that can be analysed in a multi-scalar way. Our model of spatial interaction
between scales (Fig. 14) departs from the conflict visualized at the global scale. Observing
conflicts happening around the world helps to scope the importance of the issue. Then the
conflict is zoomed-in at the regional level, conformed by one or several entities that here
have been associated to administrative units (sub-divisions of countries). Within this space,
the different places represented in the artworks can be introduced either in form of specific
locations (e.g. a wall mural in a school), as lines (e.g. a railway line) or as areas (e.g. the
territory occupied by an ethnic group).

CONFLICTS

Global

ARTWORKS

Regional
(administrative
limit)

Multiple places in the same artwork,
even from another region
Specific location

Model
conflicts

Segment

Area

Fig. 14.
of spatial representation of artistic activism in environmental justice

Second, the protocol itself constitutes a fundamental to advance in the spatialisation of a
phenomenon that is not typically represented in the space. The strategy here used is to link
the artistic pieces to the concrete spatial domains they represent, rather than locating them
in their places of production, current location or use.
Third, the database normalization process has entailed a systematic examination of each one
of the items represented in the tables.
Fourth, counting on a working structure for the storage of field data will promote a more
efficient use of research resources.
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